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SLAC Linear Collider - The first and only linear collider (1987/89-1998);
~two years to produce 1st Z’s; competitor circular LEP started in 1989 

S-band Linac
built in 1967
2.856 GHz NC

upgraded to
18 MV/m (SLED)

~280 quadrupoles

new for SLC:
positron system
damping rings
arcs
final focus
etc



What SLC is trying to do is "like shooting two guns at 
one another from 100 miles apart and getting the 
bullets to hit". 

New Scientist, 19 May 1988

SLC was proposed in 1979
by Burt Richter

(who a few years earlier
had proposed LEP….)



Laboratory management supercharged the already exuberant atmosphere by issuing news 
releases advertising the imminent birth of Z0 particles. The media was duly impressed. “For the 
first time in five years,” gushed the New York Times on July 19, “high-energy physicists in the 
United States are poised to seize a commanding lead from colleagues in Europe.” 

No such luck. On June 24, the machine was switched on for what was called “a physics research 
run,” but the experiment never got rolling.

“Nobody believed that, with a new kind of accelerator, we’d flip a switch and be up to specs,” 
says lab director Burton Richter. “But nobody believed we’d have this much trouble getting 
started either.” 

‘Well make it go,” says Richter, “but don’t ask me when. We have a lot of work to do.” 
Meanwhile, the delay is eating away at the SLC’s lead over its European rival, the Large 
Electron Positron (LEP) accelerator at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. And even though the SLC 
had already proved the value of its innovative design, its troubles are threatening not only to 
harm the reputations of the Stanford scientists, but to wipe out their daring approach to 
accelerator… 

The Scientist Magazine



commissioning time & performance of  
the first linear collider

CERN-SL-2002- 009 (OP), SLAC–PUB–8042

SLC

LEP1
(per IP)

SLC design

SLC
- peak ~ Τ𝟏 𝟐 design after 11 years, average ~ Τ𝟏 𝟒 design

LEP1 design

remarkably with “0” luminosity SLC 
published several PRL articles ! 



PRL articles from the early years 

3.8±1.4 n families



F.Z. joins SLAC

F.Z. leaves SLAC

530 kZ
~20 pb-1

SLC final focus
& DR upgrade

tuning
innovations



luminosity enhancement from beam-beam 
“disruption”

sz

f

𝐷𝑥,𝑦 =
𝜎𝑧
𝑓𝑥,𝑦

=
2𝑟𝑝𝑁𝑏𝜎𝑧

𝛾𝜎𝑥,𝑦 𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦

“disruption  parameter” = bunch length / focal length

e+

e-

𝐿 = 𝐿0 𝐻𝐷 𝐷𝑥 , 𝐷𝑦 , Τ𝜎𝑧 𝜎𝑦 , Τ𝜎𝑧 𝛽𝑦
∗

𝐻𝐷: disruption enhancement factor 
𝐿0: luminosity for
constant beam size 



beam-beam disruption at the SLC

at highest luminosity 

more than 100% luminosity

increase



parameter design* achieved 1998

repetition rate [Hz] 180 120

bunch population [1010] 7.2 3.7 (e-), 3.4 (e+)

norm.emittance in final
focus gex,y [mm]

42, 42 54, 10

IP bunch length [mm] 1.0 1.0

IP beta function bx,y* [mm] 5, 5 2.8, 1.5

IP beam size sx,y* [mm] 1.65, 1.65 
(round)

1.84, 0.98 measured**
[1.34, 0.39 expected**]

e- polarization at IP 0 73% (1998)

disruption enhancement 2.2 2.0

luminosity [1030 cm-2s-1] 6.0 1.4 (average Jan-May’98)

*SLC Design Handbook, December 1984 **SLAC-CN-418 (1998)

design versus reality



J.P. Delahaye

giant step
x10 in energy
x10,000 in luminosity!



a few selected SLC challenges & highlights

• fighting resonances
e+ return, two-beam linac wake, arc spin rotator

• keeping the beam stable
jitter, e+, vibration, damping ring instability

• making a small beam spot
design, errors/tuning, the unknowns

• beam halo & detector background
modelling halo, suppressing muon background



resonances in a linear collider … ?



PRL
(2 km)

linac (3 km)

collider arcs
(1.2 km)



positron return line (PRL)
2 km long transport line), consisting of 75 FODO cells, nonlinear field 
errors (12-pole in quadrupoles), chromatic errors, etc.

H. Braun et al., PAC91

PRL acceptance as a function of 
phase advance per FODO cell 

Transmission of the 75’ lattice normalized 
to the transmission of the 90” lattice 

phase advance of 90 degree / cell drives resonance



vertical e+ oscillation introduced before the linac (a) and the long 
range wakefield induced e- oscillation (b) before and (c) after 
implementation of the split tune lattice

C. Adolphsen et al., PAC95
e+ and e- bunches in main linac



difference orbit in the electron beam by moving the leading 
positron bunch by one bucket (~0.3 ns) from 59 ns

F.-J. Decker et al., LINAC’96



theoretical calculation of the transverse wakefield vs
time for the lowest dipole modes of the SLAC structure

F.-J. Decker et al., LINAC’96

wake field looks small,
but effect is enhanced 
resonantly all along linac

e+ wake field seen by 
the e- bunch



jitter reduction after the introduction of the split-tune lattice

F.-J. Decker et al., LINAC’96

solution: split phase advances in x and y
∆𝜑𝑥

𝑒−= ∆𝜑𝑦
𝑒+, ∆𝜑𝑦

𝑒−= ∆𝜑𝑥
𝑒+ but ∆𝜑𝑥(𝑦)

𝑒− ≠ ∆𝜑𝑥(𝑦)
𝑒+



if an electron is deflected in a transverse magnetic field by 
an angle 𝜑, the spin is rotated around the field axis by 

where 𝑎 =
𝛼

2𝜋
≈ 0.0011614 is the anomalous magnetic 

moment of the electron and g the Lorentz  factor

𝜙 = 𝑎𝛾𝜑

T. Limberg, P. Emma, R. Rossmanith, 1993 

spin-betatron resonance in the SLC North arc

at beam energy corresponding to peak Z boson 
production (45.60 GeV) spin phase advance Δ𝜙 = 
vertical betatron phase advance (108 deg/cell) 



vertical orbit and vertical & longitudinal spin components over the first 
of twenty-three achromatic sections of the arc; the particle is launched 
with a vertical offset of 0.5 mm, the spin with longitudinal orientation

T. Limberg, P. Emma, R. Rossmanith, 1993 



vertical spin component over entire arc for 
particles of 0.5 & 0.05 mm vertical launch offset

T. Limberg, P. Emma, R. Rossmanith, 1993 



IP polarization controlled with arc spin bumps

T. Limberg, P. Emma, R. Rossmanith, 1993 

difference orbit in the North Arc showing typical spin bump; 
this bump rotates the spin by 60 degrees. Also note the x-y 
coupling due to arc rolls 



fit to 9-point grid scan with arc polarization bumps

T. Limberg, P. Emma, R. Rossmanith, 1993 



… the SLC jitter wars ...



the value plotted at each toroid is the mean of the rms jitter recorded 
over the entire 1994 run; in addition, beam orbit jitter ∆𝒚 ≥ Τ𝝈𝒚 𝟐, 

and also beam size variation of similar size

C. Adolphsen et al., PAC95
rms intensity jitter (1994)

gun

e-

IP

e+



e+ production instability

e+ bunch 
for collision

3 bunches per linac pulse
59 ns

e- bunch 
for collision

e- bunch 
to produce
e+ for next
Pulse
“scavenger”

beam loading in the linac: each bunch extracts energy from the RF structures

if Ne+ too high or too low, the e- bunch(es) will see too low or too high a field
and will have the wrong energy at extraction, which will make them lose more particles 
in the energy-aperture limited line upstream of the e+ production target
→ next e+ bunch will have low(er) intensity 

∆𝑁𝑒+ = ±1% → ∆ Τ𝐸𝑒− 𝐸𝑒− = 3.3 × 10−5 → ∆𝑁𝑒+ = −0.2% on next pulse,
quadratic dependence

P. Krejcik, V. Ziemann, SLAC-PUB-5725

logistic equation:     𝑥𝑛 = 1 − 𝐶𝑥𝑛−1
2



typical value
for SLC 

actual 
e+ bunch
charge

over

bunch
charge
for which
beam loading
is 
compensated
(controlled
by RF settings
in the linac)

P. Krejcik, V. Ziemann, SLAC-PUB-5725

e+ production – local stability analysis



linac quadrupole vibration

accelerator
cooling water
Pumps, 59 Hz

resonance 
of quadrupole
support structure
~10 Hz

230 nm

60 nm

J.L. Turner et al, PAC’95



power spectrum of linac beam orbit jitter

9-10 Hz, 
= resonance 
of quadrupole
support structure

1 Hz, accelerator
cooling water
pumps (59 Hz
aliased to 1 Hz)

F.-J. Decker et al, LINAC’98



one  amplifier of jitter was the linac wake 
field (already seen); one random source 
was the longitudinal microwave instability 
“sawtooth instability”)  in the damping ring

inverse bunch length and beam 
phase signals exhibit sawtooth
behavior during the instability

energy spread (𝜎𝑥 at 𝐷 ≠ 0)  shows 
instability onset at Nth ~3x1010

1993 data
P. Krejcik et al., PAC93



SLC DR vacuum chamber upgrade 1994 
K. Bane et al., PAC95

traditional wisdom
𝑁𝑡ℎ ∝ Τ1 𝑍



bunch length dependence on current

greatly
reduced, 
as expected 

K. Bane et al., PAC95



1993 old  chamber
Nth ~3x1010

1994 new chamber
Nth ~1.5x1010

threshold of sawtooth instability

threshold reduced! 
by ~1/2, not expected!?

K. Bane et al., PAC95

P. Krejcik
et al., 
PAC93



K. Oide’s theory had actually predicted that instability 
threshold decreases if ratio ReZ/ImZ increases!



… and the nanobeam challenge

SLC HL-LHC

FFTB, ATF-2, S-KEKB, FCC-ee

ILC
CLIC

ISR



schematic of final focus system

final triplet dipoles,
quadrupoles,
sextupoles, …

IP



photograph of the SLC final focus, ~1996

early final-
focus upgrade



Paul Emma and 
Olivier Napoly
inspecting the 
spare 
superconducting 
final triplet of the 
SLC, in the SLD 
collider hall,
1996



==

schematic final focus system

12

-I transform* 

*patented by K. Brown 



==

chromatic correction

12

-I transform 

Ks,1=Ks,2: 

DKs,1dDKs,2d

-KQd

𝛿 ≠ 0

incoming 
momentum 
offset



==

synchrotron radiation (SR)

12

-I transform 

energy loss due to SR in final quadrupole
and final dipole(s) not chromatically corrected

Dd<0

Dd<0

Dd<0

“Oide effect”

K. Oide, PAC89
K. Oide, PRL 61, 1713 (1988) 
J. Irwin, in NLC ZDR, SLAC-R-485 
(1996)



==

another problem: chromatic breakdown of -I

12

-I transform 

Ks,1=Ks,2: 

DKs,1dDKs,2d

-KQd

𝛿 ≠ 0

incoming 
momentum 
offset

Type equation here.

“−I" = −𝐼 + 𝑂(𝛿)
due to chromaticity
of quadrupoles
between the two sextupoles

+ c1 x x’ d + c2 x3 d2 +...



from “TRANSPORT” 
Description (SLC design)

“R-matrix”
(linear)

“T-matrix”
(second order)

+ “U-matrix” (3rd order, not shown)



John Irwin, The 
Application of Lie algebra 
techniques to beam 
transport design, Nucl. 
Instrum. Meth. A298 
(1990) 460-472 

to “Lie algebra”
description and
Optimization
(SLC final focus 
upgrade, N. Walker,
J. Irwin, 1993)



reminder of classical mechanics

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠
=

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑝𝑥

𝑑𝑝𝑥
𝑑𝑠

= −
𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑥

Hamiltonian 𝐻

equations of motion

𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑠
=
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠
+
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑝𝑥

𝑑𝑝𝑥
𝑑𝑠

=
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑥

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑝𝑥
−
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑝𝑥

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑥
≡ 𝑈,𝐻 = −[𝐻, 𝑈]

consider a function 𝑈 𝑥, 𝑝𝑥 ;
change of 𝑈 as particle moves around in phase space

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠
= −[𝐻, 𝑥]

𝑑𝑝𝑥
𝑑𝑠

= −[𝐻, 𝑝𝑥]
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑠
= −[𝐻, 𝑦]

𝑑𝑝𝑦

𝑑𝑠
= −[𝐻, 𝑝𝑦]

in particular 

𝑥 𝑠1 + 𝐿 = 

𝑛=0

∞
𝐿𝑛

𝑛!

𝑑𝑛𝑥

𝑑𝑠𝑛
= exp 𝐿

𝑑

𝑑𝑠
𝑥 ≡ exp 𝐿:−𝐻: ቚ𝑥

𝑥=𝑥1,𝑝𝑥=𝑝𝑥1,…

integration over a magnet / element from 𝑠1𝑡𝑜 to 𝑠2 = 𝑠1 + 𝐿

: −𝐻:𝑛 𝑥 = −𝐻, −𝐻,… , −𝐻, 𝑥 …where in the following I will drop
the colons



Lie algebra illustration ….

𝑀 = …exp −𝐻𝑖 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑝𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑝𝑦𝑖 , 𝛿 𝑅𝑗𝑖 exp −𝐻𝑗 𝑥𝑗, 𝑝𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗 , 𝑝𝑦𝑗 , 𝛿 𝑅𝑘𝑗 exp −𝐻𝑘 𝑥𝑘, 𝑝𝑥𝑘 , 𝑦𝑘 , 𝑝𝑦𝑘 , 𝛿 …

linear transformations

beam line with Hamiltonians in local coordinates

nonlinear transformations

𝐻𝑠 𝑥𝑠, 𝑝𝑥𝑠, 𝑦𝑠, 𝑝𝑦𝑠, 𝛿 =
1

6
𝐾𝑠 𝑥𝑠

3 − 3𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠
2 1 −

𝛿

1 + 𝛿

≡ ҧ𝛿

example: sextupole Hamiltonian

∆𝑝𝑥𝑠 = −𝐻𝑠, 𝑝𝑥𝑠 = −
𝜕𝐻𝑠
𝜕𝑥𝑠

= −
1

2
𝐾𝑠 𝑥𝑠

2 − 𝑦𝑠
2 1 − ҧ𝛿

∆𝑝𝑦𝑠 = −𝐻𝑠, 𝑝𝑦𝑠 = −
𝜕𝐻𝑠
𝜕𝑦𝑠

= 𝐾𝑠𝑥𝑠𝑦𝑠 1 − ҧ𝛿

“kicks” from sextupole

𝑀 ≈ exp −𝐻NL,tot,∗ 𝑥∗, 𝑝𝑥
∗ , 𝑦∗, 𝑝𝑦

∗ , 𝛿 𝑅0,init

beam line with Hamiltonians in IP coordinates

“Poisson bracket”:

𝑎, 𝑏 ≡
𝜕𝑎

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑏

𝜕𝑝𝑥
−

𝜕𝑎

𝜕𝑝𝑥

𝜕𝑏

𝜕𝑥



the regrouping is achieved with the help of two
transformations:

similarity transformation

exp𝐴 exp𝐵 exp −𝐴 = exp𝐶 where 𝐶 = exp𝐴 𝐵

Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula*

exp𝐴 exp𝐵 = exp𝐶

where 𝐶 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 +
1

2
𝐴, 𝐵 + higher order terms

“heart of the usefulness of Lie algebra approach”

*Henry Baker: Proc Lond Math Soc (1) 34 (1902) 347–360; ibid (1) 35 (1903) 333–374; ibid (Ser 2) 3 (1905) 24–47.
John. Campbell: Proc Lond Math Soc 28 (1897) 381–390; ibid 29 (1898) 14–32.
Felix Hausdorff: Berl Verh Saechs Akad Wiss Leipzig 58 (1906) 19–48.



chromatic breakdown of –I can be described 
by a similarity transformation

exp −
1

2
𝐾𝑠𝛽𝑥,𝑠

1/2
𝛽𝑦,𝑠 ҧ𝑥′∗ ത𝑦′∗2 exp

1

2
ҧ𝛿𝐾𝑞𝛽𝑦,𝑞 ത𝑦

∗2 exp
1

2
𝐾𝑠𝛽𝑥,𝑠

1/2
𝛽𝑦,𝑠 ҧ𝑥′∗ ത𝑦′∗2

−
1

2
𝐾𝑠𝛽𝑥,𝑠

1
2 𝛽𝑦,𝑠 ҧ𝑥′∗ ത𝑦′∗2,

1

2
𝐾𝑞𝛽𝑦,𝑞 ത𝑦

∗2 ҧ𝛿 = 𝐾𝑞𝐾𝑠𝛽𝑥,𝑠

1
2 𝛽𝑦,𝑠𝛽𝑦,𝑞 ҧ𝑥′∗ ത𝑦′∗ ത𝑦∗ ҧ𝛿

→ leading new term in total Hamiltonian

-I transform between sextupoles

intermediate chromaticity in IP phase

where ҧ𝑥∗ ≡ Τ𝑥∗ 𝛽𝑥
∗ , ҧ𝑥′∗≡ 𝛽𝑥

∗𝑥′∗

,

chromogeometric aberration
affecting 𝜎𝑦 and depending on 𝛽𝑥

∗!



effect of aberrations on IP beam size

∆𝑦∗ ≈
𝜕𝐻NL,tot,∗

𝜕𝑝𝑦
∗

∆𝜎𝑦
∗2 ≈ ∆𝑦 2 − ∆𝑦 2

and

… : average over (initial/linearly transformed) bunch distribution, often assumed as Gaussian

𝑦2 = 𝜎𝑦
2 𝑦4 = 3𝜎𝑦

4 𝑦6 = 15𝜎𝑦
6



design contributions to IP spot size 

for all types of final focus system there are aberrations due to 
the chromatic breakdown of the “-I” transforms between 
sextupoles

𝜎𝑦
∗2 =

𝛽𝑦
∗휀𝑦

+∆𝜎𝑦,𝑆𝑅
∗2

+𝑎
휀𝑥
𝛽𝑥
∗

휀𝑦
𝛽𝑦
∗ +⋯+ 𝑏𝜎𝛿

휀𝑥
𝛽𝑥
∗

휀𝑦
𝛽𝑦
∗ +

𝑖𝑘𝑙
𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑙

휀𝑥
𝛽𝑥
∗

𝑖/2
휀𝑦
𝛽𝑦
∗

𝑘/2

𝜎𝛿
𝑙

linear spot size

contribution from SR
in bends and quadrupoles

higher-order aberrations scale with higher powers
x and y divergence and momentum spread

“long sextupole effect”
(K. Oide)

“chromatic breakdown of linear optics”



aside from design imperfections additional 
dilutions arise from errors, spurious dispersion, 
waist shift, etc. ; 

we need to constantly cancel additional 
aberrations by scanning, correcting or 
“tuning” ; this requires:
1. (quasi-orthogonal) tuning knobs; at the 

SLC we used nonlinear “Irwin knobs”

2. a tuning signal; at the SLC we used: beam-
beam deflection (two beams), laser wires 
(single beam),  beamstrahlung, luminosity 



beam-beam deflection scan at SLC

V. Ziemann, “Beyond Bassetti and Erskine: Beam-beam deflections for non-Gaussian beams”, 1991 



SLC vertical beam-beam deflection scan at low bunch charge, 

demonstrating a single-beam size of about 410 nm (1994/95)

as expected

beam-beam deflection with flat beams

F. Zimmermann et al., PAC95



aberration scans at SLC collision point
tuning knobs control waists, dispersion, coupling, sextupolar aberrations, x, higher-

order terms,… tuning optimization was repeated in regular intervals (hours)



schematic of tuning effect and spot-size

increase between tunings



diurnal normalized luminosity during the 1996 SLC run;

steady increases in day & swing shifts, drops at 8&16 h



incremental IP corrections of waist, dispersion

and coupling during the 1996 SLC run

P. Emma et al., PAC97



validating the final focus optics

SLC examples:

spot size vs. beam emittance

(varied in the damping ring)

spot size vs. beam energy, launch orbit, etc. 

spot size vs b* and intensity 



vertical 

convoluted

IP spot size

measured 

at low charge

as function

of the four

beam

emittances;

solid line

is SLC final-

focus flight-

simulator

prediction

SLAC-CN-405 (1996)



vertical 

convoluted

IP spot size

measured 

at nominal

SLC current

as function

of centroid

energy; rms

energy spread

~ 0.1%; 

blue line is

FFFS prediction,

green line has

1.25 mm added

SLAC-CN-410 (1996)



laser wire 

measurement

of e+ IP beam 

size as function

of vertical IP

divergence, 

varied with 

Irwin knobs;

blue line is

FFFS prediction,

green line has

0.95 mm single-

beam dilution 

added in 

quadrature 

SLAC-CN-410



1998 - last year of SLC operation

20 Jan – 20 May 1998, SLAC-CN-418

Dsx= 1.89 mm
Dsy= 1.27 mm
added in quadrature

𝜎𝑦(𝑥) = 𝜎𝑦 𝑥 ,0
2 + ∆𝜎𝑦(𝑥)

2

remark: discrepancy similar for two-beam measurements 
(deflection scans) and single-beam tuning (laser wire)



how do we get a small spot size?

small emittances
• from damping ring
• emittance preservation in linac (wake fields, spurious dispersion)

final focus minimizing aberrations and synchrotron radiation effects
• SLC type (interleaved sextupoles)
• FFTB type (modular, non-interleaved sextuples)
• compact ILC/CLIC/ATF-2 type w extremely local chromatic correction 

tuning recipe 
• scanning orthogonal tuning knobs
• beam-beam deflection scans or luminosity dither feedback 

stability
• pulse-to-pulse orbit stability (damping ring instability, wakes, kicker)
• pulse-to-pulse beam size / emittance stability 



Compact final focus (ATF-2/ILC/CLIC), P. Raimondi, A. Seryi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 3779 (2001)

SLC final 
focus, 
J. Murray, 
K. Brown 
T. Fieguth, 
PAC1987 

Non-interleaved modular final focus for 
the FFTB, K. Oide, IEEE PAC 1989

final-focus evolution



FFTB





date spring 1994 fall 1994 fall 1995 spring 1997

time 3 weeks 2 weeks 1.5 weeks 1.5 weeks

expected 50 nm 50 nm 50 nm 50 nm

minimum 
spot size 
measured

70 nm 70 nm 100-120 
nm

120 nm

residual &
possible 
origin

40 nm
jitter/
vibration?
(RFBPM/
laser-monitor
housing)

40 nm
jitter/
vibration?

100 nm 
collimator 
wakes?

100-110 nm
jitter + 
sextupole
aberration?

FFTB spot size results

D. Burke, LC97
“The [FFTB] difference from 40 nm was attributed to significant jitter of 
the focused beam and was also partly due to limited accuracy in tuning 
the linear optics and the aberrations.” [ATF2 proposal]



ATF

ATF2

ATF-2: test facility for small spot size & viability of compact final focus 

KEK / ATF (linac & damping ring) in operation since ~1995, 
ATF-2 (final focus) since ~2009 [proposed by A. Seryi et al.]



bunch charge ~0.2-0.1 x design
bx

*~10 x design

design value at original
target date



design May 2010 2015

bunch population [1010] 0.5 0.5 ~0.05

ex [nm] 2 1.7 1.7

ey [pm] 12 <10 <10

bx
* [mm] 4.0 40.0 40.0

by
* [mm] 0.1 1.0 0.1

sy
* [nm] 37 300 45-65

sy
* [nm] expected - 100 32-37

Dsy
* [nm] residual - 280 ~40

ATF2 parameters & spot size

mission 
accomplished?

but ≤ 𝟏% of design
luminosity if this 
were a linear collider 

world record 
spot size 
achieved!



halo and background … 



Yes, measured beam distribution at the end of  the 

SLAC linac (projection on the x-y plane)!

Is there halo in linear colliders?



let us look at the SLC prediction…







collimation and beam-loss induced muon background

SLC solutions:
many collimators +
large toroidal magnets 
installed
around the beam line
to deflect particles
travelling
outside the beam pipe

D.L. Burke, Experimental Challenges at Linear Colliders, 1992



a few conclusions

SLC’s prime challenges and opportunities:

Halo ! Resonances ! Jitter ! Spot size ! Polarization ! 

SLC shows: linear colliders = paradise for accelerator folks 
→ new diagnostics, new mathematics, new tools, new 
methods, new phenomena, …

SLC spot-size puzzles continued at FFTB and ATF-2
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